


REGAIN THE GLOW ON YOUR LIPS

Lips are very sensitive to touch, warmth, and cold. The skin of the lip, with three to 
five cellular layers, is very thin compared to typical face skin, which has up to 16 
layers, so it requires special attention and extra care. 
 
Lips are also a tactile sensory organ and one of the key parts of the face harmony. It 
contributes substantially to facial expressions like a smile, sadness or joy. 
 
Moreover, the lips are a symbol of sensuality and sexuality which highly influence the 
attractiveness and confidence of a person. Full lips, symmetric/proportional with nice 
curves and healthy color are considered aesthetically appealing. 
 
A rough estimation indicates that 70-75% of HA fillers injected nowadays are for lip 
augmentation/volume and lip contouring. 
 
Restoring the shrunken soft tissue or remodeling the lips’ shape, with hyaluronic acid 
will give the lips a natural volume and color.
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Code Cross-linked HA
Concentration

Non-cross-linked HA
Concetration Volume Duration

MYF005 20 mg/ml 5 mg/ml 1 syringe of 1 ml 6-9 months

My Filler Glips package contains: 1 sterile prefilled syringe 1 ml, 2 pcs of 27G 1/2” needle,
2 product labels, multilanguage instructions of use and 1 Patient Card.

Epiration period: 30 months. 

GLIPS

“A SMILE IS GORGEOUS WITH GLOWING LIPS” 
 
My Filler Glips is the first product of My Filler range completely dedicated and 
exclusively made for any lip treatment, such as volume and contouring.

My Filler Glips special formulation was created taking into consideration all those 
differences: biological, structural, color, shape, and volume. Its purpose to provide an 
immediate and long-term solution at the same time fulfilling the patient’s desire and 
expectations.

The cross-linked hyaluronic acid gel solution based on TRIO Technology gets 
boosted with an extra 5 mg/ml of a non-cross linked hyaluronic acid gel, making 
My Filler Glips one step ahead. 

Simple addition which makes a big difference… 

The non-cross linked hyaluronic acid immediate gets in action and brings the desired 
skin effect in zero time. It starts as soon as the material is injected. Unfortunately, the 
NCLHA action is limited on time (normally 5-7 days) but that is enough time for the 
cross-linked hyaluronic acid settles and gets in function filling the space left correcting 
the unaesthetic defect.
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